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Your Partner in Power Energy
G-Team Inc.

www.g-team.cz



G-TEAM

Who we are and what we do
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G-Team, Inc. is a company with a range of activity in the area of power and heating plant equipment. At present it is an 
important supplier of equipment for power engineering for steam and condensate equipment. The supply areas cover 
boilers, steam turbines, valves and fittings, piping systems, draining and condensate systems. 

Power units up to
the capacity of 10 MW and others

� steam turbines up to the capacity 
of 10 MW
� micro turbines up to the capacity 

of 3000 kW
� steam generators
� cogeneration units
� steam cooling regulation
� monitoring

Power units

Engeneering

For all industry areas

� desuper heaters
� steam dryers
� condensate lifters
� feed-water tanks
� deaerating plants
� steam expanders
� pipelines 
� bypass stations

Heating equipment 
and components

Steam and condensate valves and 
fittings for power plants and 
industrial equipment. From PN6 to 
PN400, dimensions from DN10 to 
DN1000

� gate and control valves
� reduction valves
� trip valves
� blowdown and sludge valves
� control and shutting flaps
� check valves, flap valves
� globe valves
� pressure locks
� strainers
� safety valves
� safety rupture discs

Valves and fittings

Process control and optimization in 
power engineering 

� pressure, temperature and 
quantity control
� energy quantity measurement 
� steam turbine control, regulating 

and safety systems
� micro turbines control, regulating 

and safety systems
� BOSB systems
� actuator assembly and adjustment
� rotary machine vibration and 

displacement - Reutlinger
� state and quality measurement of 

steam traps

Measurement and 
Process Control

Everything for your satisfaction

� equipment assembly
� piping system assembly
� spare parts supply
� method proposals
� project financing

Services

G-Team has been certified by the ISO 9001 quality system. 

For the delivered equipment  steam coolers  a statement of conformity is issued 
according to EC Declaration of Conformity acc to PED 97/23/EC.

Power equipment planning, 
projection, designs 

� technical papers aimed at energy 
savings
� power equipment designs
� turnkey projects
� energy audits 
� consulting



Conical diffuser 
For reduction of the pressure loss.
It is a part of the desuperheater 
body or it is manufactured separately.
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Steam piping

Shield
Protection of the
steam piping against 
the fall of cooling water droplets

Spraying ring  torus
For cooling water supply 
and injection.

Desuperheater body
For acceleration of the flowing
steam. It is smoothly shaped 
for regulation of the flowing 
steam it serves for attachment 
of the torus. In some cases it is 
made of the steam piping. 

Water inlet
Cooling water supply.

A Venturi tube is formed as an independent body that is inserted into a steam pipeline. The inlet part of the Venturi tube 
is smoothly shaped and is designed for speed rise reduction against the inner diameter of the steam pipeline. Thus at 
nominal steam parameters the speed in the Venturi tube socket is several times higher than in the steam pipeline. The
Venturi tube socket passes into a conical diffuser and behind it, a cylindrical section follows creating a protective shield 
of the steam pipeline. The pressure drop of the Venturi tube is very low and is about 0.3% of the desuperheater's inlet 
pressure. The total pressure drop of the desuperheater (Venturi tube, shield, injection device) is approximately 0.5%. 
This desuperheater shows good-quality spraying of the injected cooling water, the dependence of the specific steam 
density is 15% of the maximum steam mass flow rate. 

This is carried out by means of an injection ring (torus) situated in the inlet part of the Venturi tube. This injection ring is 
rinsed with steam from the inside and the outside. Cooling water rotates at the water chamber inlet, creates a water 
film on the walls of the internal cylindrical channel of the torus and the water film disintegrates at the outflow edge. 
Construction of the first cooling stage:
Some nozzles are situated uniformly at the steam piping periphery. These nozzles have a common inlet of cooling 
water flowing through a distribution tube to all nozzles. The nozzles are dismountable and replaceable because of their 
supposed possible wear.

The desuperheater can be supplied in several versions. It is possible to supply only a separate body with the torus - a 
shortened version. This variant can be used, provided we are to cool the steam flow in the range of 60 -100%. Another
possible variant of the desuperheater version is the replacement of a body forged piece with a steam piping. The use of 
this variant is given by the fact that the proper size of the spraying ring (torus) is a guarantor for achieving the necessa-
ry steam speed. 

Description

Water supply and injection 

VCHA - desuperheater configuration 

VCHA type
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Configuration

VCHA - complete version with a steam sieve

VCHA - shortened version

VCHA type
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Two-stage steam cooling

The desuperheater is designed for cooling the flowing steam from the null flow rate up to the maximum flow rate. The
desuperheater consists in two cooling stages.

 - this is intended for a minimum amount of the flowing steam when the aerodynamic effect of 
steam in the second cooling stage does not yet guarantee high-quality spraying. 

 - the Venturi desuperheater works from about 15% of the nominal flow rate when there is 
already a considerable dynamic effect of steam for spraying the cooling water. The regulation works depending on the 
outlet temperature. 

The first cooling stage

The second cooling stage

Steam sieve: This is used above all at the pressure stepdown stations as well as the bypass stations. 

The steam sieve can also be used in the VCHT and PRCH versions of the desuperheater.

At the end of the desuperheater there is a sieve built in the pipeline. Its insertion as aerodynamic resistance 
results in a gradual drop of pressure behind the valve (provided the desuperheater is a part of a pressure 
stepdown station or a bypass), lower steam speeds and therefore lower noisiness. With higher pressure on 
the spot of the cooling water supply finer dispersion of the supplied water takes place as well and generally 
suitable conditions of its evaporation and thus steam cooling are created. Cooling water that has failed to 
evaporate before the sieve will fall on the sieve, where it will be drawn in by the steam in the sieve holes. 
In the holes or at the outflow edges of these holes cooling water will disintegrate in a very fine dispersion 
as a consequence of the considerable acceleration of steam and will evaporate more rapidly.

VCHA - two-stage steam cooling 

Inlet - 1° cooling Inlet - 2° cooling 

� steam cooling between individual 
stages superheaters of the steam 
boiler
� steam cooling between individual 

stages reheaters of the steam 
boiler
� steam cooling at the steam 

turbine bypass stations
� steam cooling at pressure 

stepdown stations of major output 

Application
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� steam cooling at the pressure 
stepdown stations
� seal steam cooling
� steam cooling for technological 

processes
� use for smaller DN (up to 

DN200) pipelines 

Application

VCHT - complete version

Description

Water supply and injection 

A Venturi tube is formed as an independent body that is inserted into a steam pipeline. The inlet part of the Venturi tube 
is shaped in a simplified manner and is designed for speed rise reduction against the inner diameter of the steam 
pipeline. Thus with nominal steam parameters the speed in the Venturi tube socket is several times higher than in the 
steam pipeline. The Venturi tube socket passes into a conical diffuser.

This is carried out by means of an injection tube in which there are holes for the cooling medium supply into the steam 
flow. After draw-in in the steam flow the injected water disintegrates into fine drops. At the free end the injection tube is 
supported at the desuperheater body. The orientation of the water inlet holes can be either in the direction of the 
flowing steam or perpendicular to the flowing steam direction. 

Configuration

VCHT type

Water inlet
Cooling water supply.
On the spot where there 
are injection holes the inlet
 is shaped for good-quality 
spraying of cooling water.

Desuperheater body
For acceleration of the 
flowing steam. It is smoothly 
shapedfor regulation of the flowing 
steam. At the desuperheater outlet 
thereis a steam piping; for reduction 
of thepressure loss a diffuser is 
made in the body.
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Water inlet
For cooling water supply.

Protecting tube
For creation of a gap in the cooling 
water supply to the steam 
flow and its perfect spraying. 

Desuperheater body
For acceleration of the flowing steam. 
In some cases it consists in a steam piping. 
The body connects in a steam piping and 
protective shield. 

Description

This desuperheater is intended for steam cooling behind a pressure-regulating valve or in applications where it is 
unnecessary to pay attention to the pressure loss. The desuperheater consists in a forged piece (desuperheater body), 
steam piping, water inlet and inner built-in structure (if we want to achieve a higher steam speed in the pipeline for 
perfect spraying of the cooling water) that in some applications can also form protective shield. The desuperheater 
body is made of a forged piece, in some cases it consists only in a steam piping through which the water supply is led 
and a built-in structure is inserted in it. 

Water supply and injection 

This is carried out by means of an annular space formed by two coaxial tubes. The cooling water enters the annular 
space through a specific number of holes at the inner tube. The injected water disintegrates at the outflow edge of the 
water outlet where water is drawn into the steam flow. The outer tube forms a part of the water injection so that correct 
spraying of the injection water can take place. 

PRCH - desuperheater version

The desuperheater can be supplied in several versions: 
It is possible to supply only a separate body with a water inlet with a protective tube(shortened version). This variant 
can be used, provided we are to cool the steam flow in the range of 60 -100%. The body forged piece is replaced by a 
steam piping. There is an advantage of this version, i.e. for steam acceleration it is unnecessary to use a forged body,
but the inherent size of the water inlet with an edge built-in structure guarantees achievement of the necessary speed 
of the cooled steam. 

PRCH type

Aplication

� steam cooling at the stepdown 
station
� steam cooling for technological 

processes
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Configuration

PRCH - complete version, forged body is replaced with a tube

           PRCH - shortened version

PRCH type
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The desuperheater can be supplied with the steam pipeline. In some applications it can also be completed with a 
protective shield. 

Configuration

� steam cooling for technological 
processes

Connecting (flange or butt weld)
For creation of a gap in the cooling 
water supply into the steam flow and 
its perfect spraying 

Description

The desuperheater is made as a whole that is inserted over a welded stub pipe into the steam pipeline. Injection 
nozzles (turbulence chambers) are put on an injection support through which cooling water is supplied. The nozzles 
are dismountable and replaceable because of their supposed possible wear. In the basic version the desuperheater is 
not equipped with a protective shield. Due to this reason these desuperheaters are designed with a different number of 
nozzles and their configuration. The basic version consists in two nozzles situated on a common support. In assemb-
ling the desuperheater into the pipeline it is important to maintain the alignment of the steam pipeline and the nozzle 
body.

Water supply and injection 

This is carried out by means of a special section tube (turbulence chamber). At the water chamber inlet the cooling 
water starts rotating and the outlet is adapted in such a way that fine spraying of the cooling water can take place with 
minimum possibility for individual droplets to fall on the steam pipeline wall. 

Application

Injection inlet tube

Connecting stub pipe

Steam piping

Nozzles
The special design of the nozzle 
enables the rotation and acceleration
of the supplied water. The outlet part 
of the nozzle is conical and here a 
rotatingcone of very fine droplets is
formed. They start cooling the flowing 
steam. The nozzles are made in different 
versions. They can be placed in a pair
(see the picture) or only in the 
steam flow direction. 

TCH type
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Configuration

TCH - version with a steam piping and a protective shield TCH - basic version

TCH - version with a steam piping and a protective shield  two-stage cooling

TCH type

Inlet - 1° cooling Inlet - 2° cooling 
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This concerns a modified Laval's nozzle in which injected water is sprayed by the kinetic energy of the working steam 
expanding in a nozzle. Its control range is very wide and depends above all on the control ratio of the preliminary 
cooling water control valve  and the amount of the working steam. 

This is supplied in the form of a water jet into the supersonic flow of the working steam with subsequent evaporation of 
fine water dispersion accompanied by a steam temperature decrease and an increase of its mass flow rate. So that 
cooling water cannot fall on the piping wal; it is necessary with cooling initiation first to open the valve of the working 
steam and then the cooling water valve. The cooling water must not be injected into piping without the working steam! 
The cooling water pressure can only be a little higher than the cooled steam pressure. Working steam pressure is 
assumed as supercritical in consideration of the cooled steam pressure. 

Application

� steam cooling in back-pressure 
and a turbine extraction
� steam cooling at pressure 

stepdown stations
� wide flow rate ranges of cooled 

steam
� where minimum p pressure loss 

is required

Configuration

Description

Water supply and injection 

Working steam inletWater inlet

Laval's nozzle

CHP type
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The desuperheater consists in several nozzles with a variable cross-section that are situated along the steam piping 
periphery. The nozzles are connected to a common inlet of injection water. The amount of injection water supplied to 
the nozzles is controlled by means of a preliminary injection control valve. 

Cooling water is supplied into the nozzle chamber (2) through the feeding holes (3) that are drilled in the nozzle body 
(1) in such a way that the water flowing out of these holes rotates around the regulating nozzle plug (4). The angle of 
the nozzle seat (seat face for the regulating cone) is different from the angle of the regulating cone, which results in the 
fact that speed of the rotating water will increase with the flow through the nozzle chamber and its maximum speed will 
be at the point where water leaves the nozzle chamber. The high water speed and its rotation will ensure fine dispersi-
on of the cooling water into the cooled steam. So that the minimum pressure of the cooling water inside the nozzle can 
be maintained the regulating cone is pre-stressed by means of the spring (5). Thus correct dispersion of the cooling 
water is achieved. The force necessary for the nozzle opening (spring pre-stress adjustment) can be set by means of 
the nut (6) that compresses or releases the spring. 

Nozzle description 

� minimum straight length before 
the desuperheater: 6xDN, 
minimum 4 m for piping with a 
dimension greater than DN 600
� minimum straight length behind 

the desuperheater: 6 m
� minimum distance of the 

temperature sensor behind the 
desuperheater: 12 m

� steam cooling at pressure 
stepdown stations and bypass 
stations
� steam cooling in the turbine 

back-pressure
� steam cooling where there should 

be minimum pressure loss of the 
cooled steam 
� for pipeline from DN 200
� minimum p steam/water = 5 bar

Installation requirements

Configuration

Nozzle cross-section

Description

Application

TCH-RT type
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Notes

Desuperheater illustration

The pictures of individual types of desupereheaters are informative only and are not binding. It is not possible to lodge 
a complaint on the basis of the pictures. The producer reserves the right to make design modifications.

Offer

The desuperheaters offered are not produced in series, thus the delivery dates are to be consulted with our employees 
when placing orders. 
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The documentation is in compliance with the ÈSN, DIN, EN, ASME, GOST standards and others according to the 
requirements of the customers. Certification is in compliance with EC Declaration of Conformity acc to PED 97/23/EC 
executed by Act No. 22/97 Coll. as amended according to later modifications (Statutory Order No. 182/99, No. 
26/2003). Further, it is possible to ensure certification according to the GOST standards and possibly also according to 
the ASME CODE standards. 

Quality control

Plzeò

Dobøany

Tušimice

Brno

Dukovany

Velká Bíteš

Havíøov

Our Subsidiaries on the map of the Czech Republic

The G-Team company has been certified by the ISO 9001 quality system



Registered office
Šeøíková 580
334 41 Dobøany
The Czech Republic
www.g-team.cz

Tušimice Service Center
Power Station Tušimice

Turbomachinery  Division
Sadová 579
595 01 Velká Bíteš

Ostrava, Havíøov Subsidiary
Dìlnická 41
736 01 Havíøov
E-mail: ostrava@g-team.cz

Dukovany Subsidiary
ÈEZ, a.s. Nuclear Power Station Dukovany
675 50 Dukovany

Headquarters
Èervený mlýn
330 23 Plzeò - Vochov

Brno Subsidiary
Køenová 72
602 00 Brno

Telephone:  +420 377 822 401
               +420 377 822 410

Fax:            +420 377 822 425
E-mail:   gteam@g-team.cz

Telephone:   +420 566 531 642
Fax:             +420 566 531 640
E-mail: steamturb@g-team.cz

Telephone:  +420 561 105 289
Fax:            +420 561 105 289
E-mail: rygl@g-team.cz

Telephone:  +420 561 105 289
Fax:            +420 561 105 289
E-mail: rygl@g-team.cz

Telephone: +420 377 822 401
              +420 377 822 410

Fax:           +420 377 822 425
E-mail: gteam@g-team.cz

G - Team, Inc., contacts


